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TABLE CENTRE IDEAS 
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ENTERTAINMENT IDEAS 



LED Musicians 
Light It Up! Are a combination of the UK's top 
musicians using custom designed Light Up 
instruments and performing alongside their DJ, 
they bring all the energy of a live band - but 
with the almost unlimited playlist of a DJ. 
Looking for something different, alternative...  
DJ Option available, or just the musicians. 
 

Future Harp 
Future Harp is quite simply the most 
HighTech, Visually Stunning and Unique 
Show that combines the Laser Harp with 
custom designed Laser Graphics to give your 
audience a show they will never forget!...  
 

Neon Glow Show 
High tech entertainment for night time 
events. Dramatic and exciting glow 
performers to impress and entertain your 
guests.  Perfect entertainment when you are 
looking for something a little bit different. 



Aerial Artists  
Aerial Performers will add that touch of 
elegance to your entertainment for the 
evening. 
Choose from Hoops, Silks or Swings.   
This is dependent upon suitable ceiling height 
of the venue. 
 

GloBot Show 
Armed with an arsenal of awesome gizmos and special FX to 
die for, this unique state of the art entertainment behemoth 
stands tall over its opposition. 
Utilising the latest wireless LED technology available with 
stand-alone pyrotechnics, shoulder-mounted blue lasers 
and dual controllable CO2 cannons in both arms the Globots 
will put on a show that is simply spectacular. 
 

Mix and Mingle Entertainment 
We can offer a variety of  characters to mix and mingle with 
your guests during pre dinner drinks.  These can be from 
Showgirls on Stilts, Glow Robots, ‘Human Chimps’ and close 
up magicians. 
 



Living Tables 
Something a little different for your pre dinner 
drinks!  Living tables are perfect dotted around 
the room or stationed at the entrance to offer 
that lovely first glass of Prosecco! 
 

Flair Barmen and Cocktail Making 
Our flair barmen can put on a show whilst 
delivering cocktails to guests.   During show 
times the barmen will invite guests behind the 
bar to mix their favourite tipple! 
 

Flash Mob Orchestra 
If you’ve experienced Singing Waiters, you will love 
this!   Instruments can be hidden around the room with 'guests' 
finding them unexpectedly. At a certain point in the evening, one of 
the waiters, or guests, takes some castanets from the percussion 
table and starts to play them. 
They are then joined by another waiter/guest stationed next to a 
different table who takes a second instrument, and joins in until the 
full ensemble perform this dramatic piece together. 
At the end of the performance guests are invited to interact with the 
performance and create the crescendo themselves.  
After delighting your guests with Ravel’s Bolero, the ensemble can 
then play up to an hour of classical music. 
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The ultimate stage show for a winter theme is the fantastic and original Arctic attack 
snow show. Our team of hapless snow explorers will eventually find their way onto 
the stage where they will find a hidden stash of snow and blower guns. Just as the DJ 
is helping the music to it’s euphoric peak, the explorers will fill up the guns and let 
blast all over the dance floor – creating a startlingly realistic snow storm inside – 
especially when strobe lighting is used. Watch the crowd go wild and the cleaners go 
spare!  

SNOW SHOW STAGE SHOW 



 WHY NOT ADD FIRE PERFORMERS OR A SHOW… 

  



Additional Information: 
 
A full package can be costed together for you dependent 
upon your preference and requirements.   
We can then use this as a starting point to work from in order 
to build the best possible evening with maximum effect to 
meet your budget. 


